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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF GENERALIZED 

RELATIONAL ECOSPHERE OF LOCAL TIME-SPACES*

      By 

Tosio KITAGAWA**

                    Abstract 

   On the basis of phenomenological consideration of each individual 
subjective existence in its surrounding environmental situations, local 
space associated with each individual knowledgeinformation processing 
system and hence local timespaces due to its awareness are discussed. 
Then a generalised relational ecosphere of subjective informatical ex
istences is formulated on the basis of category with paired morphoids. 
The implications are explained with respect to five cosmos formations 
in an ecosphere of local spacetemporal existences, such as (1°) lattice 
structure, (2°) cell space, (3°) boundary constraints in a lattice of 
roads, (4°) social network system, and (5°) formal neural dynamics 
approach.

   1. Introduction and Summary 

   This paper aims basically to present a new approach to time-space concept from the 

standpoint of informatics to whose logical aspects the present author has been endeavour
ing to contribute in a series of his papers [1]—[3]. In realizing this aim , the present 
author is heavily due to his own works on various topics closely connected with his 

basic ideas on logics of informatics, as will be shown below. 

   In Section 2 we start with a phenomenological consideration of each individual sub

jective existence in its surrounding environmental situations. Our emphasis is placed 
upon its informatical behaviours to which we shall correspond a knowledgeinformation 

processing system (KIPS) having in general nine components. The model KIPS has been 
discussed in a series of our recent papers [4} [7]. To each individual subjective ex

istence (s?) there corresponds a sequence of its local time-space represention a .S(P)0, with 
time slot, (a, w), as we shall show in Section 3. Each local time-space representation 

sequence {a.,C(?),,,} is then considered to be an object in an ecosphere of individual 

subjective existences, for whose mathematical formulation we shall introduce a category 
with paired morphoids, which is a generalisation of category with paired morphisms 

being developed by the present author since 1977 in a series of his paper [8]~[10] and 
in his talks of twenty times in Mathematical Society of Japan. It is noted that morphoid
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is a generalisation of morphism just as grouppoid is so of group. The notion of gener

alised relational ecospere is underlying in such a mathematical formulation, and has been 

emphasised in our papers [8], [9], since we are much more concerned with environ
mentalogical features of assemble of subjective informatical existences than any current 

system science approach, as we have explictly explained in our papers [11], [12]. The 

present author is selfconscious of an implicit influence of Buddhism views of world ex
istences, which is deeply underlying in Japanese traditional culture, although his own 

backgrounds have been mathematics, statistics, and informatics, as being explained in 
his paper [13]. A generalisation of interpretive structural modeling analysis due to 

Warfield [14], [15] can be performed to our category with paired morphoids which serves 

to provide us with deep structural analysis of our ecosphere of individual subjective ex

istences, as we shall show in Section 4. 

   The most familiar time cosmos in classical physical sciences has been provided by 

Newtonian dynamics in which time cosmos can be denoted by the infinite straight line 
corresponding to the set of all real numbers. Our views being illustrated in these three 

Sections suggest us a lot of possibilities for candidate time cosmoses. In Section 5 some 

of them are illustrated with particular reference to cell space formulation which the pre

sent author developed with his cooperater M. Yamaguchi in a series of the papers and 

is being summarized in his paper [16], while others are explained in the field of neural 

dynamics in a series of our papers [17]—[22]. 
   It is hoped that some of these and/or their combinations can provide realistic and 

adequate pictures of spae-time cosmos regarding not only human social daily lives and/or 

historical descriptions but also some sort of parallel processing procedures in new com

puter architecture. 
   In conclusion of this Section, the author should point out two further points. The 

first point is that the author has been so much indebted to bodyphenomenological con

siderations along the line of philosophical thoughts due to Husserl [23] and Merleau

Ponty [24], [25] as well as to Japanese author Ichikawa [26]. The second point is 

concerned with the standpoints of the author on historical views of human civilization 

which were explained in his monograph [27]. It is noted that a certain type of time
space existences should be introduced in discussing human civilizations as one supplement 

to the study of history due to Toyenbee [28].

   2. Local Space Associated with Each Individual Knowledgeinformation 

Processing System 

   There are two crucial methodologial frameworks in our formulation. 

   The one is a local space associated with the bodysubject, which is being represented 

by the product space composed with two coordinate spaces : 

(2.01) (existence coordinate subspace) x (feasibility coodinate subspace) . 

   To each of these two coordinate subspaces, a system of cutting is introduced so as 
to have a decomposition of the axis into subintervals. A decomposition of the coordinate 

subspace into its subspace is due to the intelligence level of the body subject. Generally
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 speaking, the higher the intelligence level becomes, the finer the subdivision in each co
 ordinate subspace. The details have been discussed in our papers [ 2] , [8], [91, [10]. 

    The other is concerned with an informatical analysis of the bodysubject in terms of 

 the following nine components : 

BRW(1) 

(2.02)'-2(v) ----P L----- (DF, ED) . 

BRW(2) 

where we denote 

(2.03) ( i ) 'V: the outside world 

(ii) : subjective existence 

      (iii) v : view of 2 

       (iv) P: information processor 

(v)L: generalised artificial grammar 

      (vi) BR W (1) : brainware of the first kind 

      (vii) BRW(2) : brainware of the second kind 
      (viii) DF: information materials in flow 

       (ix) FD : scheme of information flow. 

   As shown in our previous papers [4]'—[7], this representation has been originated 
from our informational analysis of the existing data base systems . Nevertheless we 
emphasise an applicability of the representation to various levels of intelligence including 
not only (H) human intelligence but also (B) biological , (M) mechanical, and (S) social 
intelligences by appealing to suitable combinations of these nine components . In fact 
each component should be and can be interpretated so as to cover each of these varieties . 
For instance for certain species of biological existence for which conditional reflex theory 

can be adequately applied to cover most of its informatical activities , L and BRW (1) 
may be considered to be lacking and FD is stereotyped. 

   Each of these two methodological frameworks, local space and KIPS , has its own 
perspective roles. Local space framework is suited to represent enthological aspects of 
subjective existence under its environmental circumstances . Knowledgeinformation pro
cessing system framework aims to take into our consideration general description of 

current subjective existences in the present stage of our civilization being characterized 

to be informationoriented society with the definite emphasis of knowledge-information 

features in constrast with matterenergy ones.

   3. Local Time-Space Due to Awareness 

   The two fundamental frameworks explained in Section 2 will lead us to local time

space and local temporal space existence in connection with the notion of awareness 

which is a prototype of consciousness in human beings , as we shall explain in the follow
ing three Subsections.
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   3.1 Local time-space f ormations 

   We shall show our local space framework will lead us to the notion of local time
space slots associated with each subjective existence. 

   The set of all the possible subdivisions of the existence coordinate subspace is given 

by A, I, O, E and U whose semantic implications are given by the set of correspondences : 

A=Agent,I=Instrument, O=Object 
(3.01) 

E=Environment, U=Umgebung (Neighbour). 

   The set of all the possible subdivisions of the feasibility subspace is given by Sb, F, 

G, op and Sc whose semantic implications are given by the set of correspondences : 

Sb=Subjective, F=Figuring, G=Grounding 
(3.02) 

O p =Operative, Sc =Scenary. 

   Here `feasibility' is an abbreviation of subjective attitude regarding feasibility of ex
istence which is explained in our previous papers [1], [2], [3]. In contrast with the 

notion of existence in Greek philosophy, one may make use of the notion of intentio in 

Arabic philosophy in the place of feasibility. For our detailed discussion see the papers 

[8], [9] and [10]. 
    Five different types of local spaces are explained with reference to awareness of 

subjective existence. 

    EXAMPLE 3.1. Primitive type lx 1 This type of local space has no .-subdivision  of 
either of two coordinate subspaces, existence and feasibility ones, and hence shall be 

represented by 1 x 1. An epistemological interpretation of the local space 1 X 1 reflects 

a representation of experience world where no distinction between subject and environ

ment does exist. Hence the local space 1 X 1 corresponds to the world of unawareness 

where pure perception prevails without involving any judgement regarding existence and 

feasibility. 
    EXAMPLE 3.2. Figureground type 2x2  This type of local space corresponds to the 

 subdivision of feasibility coordinate subspace into two subintervals, figuring and ground

 ing in the sense of body phenomenology as illustrated by various philosophers. See example 

 Ichikawa [26]. This subdivision of feasibility coordinate subspace can only be possible 

 by having at least two different existences in the existence coordinate subspace, which 

 implies the subdivision of the existence coordinate subspace into two parts. Hence we 

 may and we shall introduce a matrix of the type 2x2  whose elements are denoted by 

si;(i, j=1, 2) in the following form : 

                     F G 
                              Object 1 s11 612 
 (3.03)                                 Obj

ect 2 s21s22 

 where F and G denote the figurative and the grounding subspaces respectively and each 

si; is equal to either of one and zero with the condition that (s21=1, sti2=0) if the ex

 istence i belongs to F and (sii=0, si2=1) if the existence i belongs to G for 1=1, 2. 
 The motional features of these existences 1 and 2 can be illustrated by a sequence of
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matrices to the following effect. 

       01 /1 0 /1 01 0 
(3.04) 

        01 \0 1 \1 0 0 1. 

              state 1 state 2 state 3 state 4 

The sequence of these four states shows at the same time a change of awareness level 

in which the state 1 implies unawareness of subjective existence . 
   EXAMPLE 3.3. Basic type 3x3 

                            0.°) A gradual increase of clearness in distinction between figuring and grounding 
which are basic requirement for a certain stage of perception leads to the cutting of 
existence coordinate subspace into three parts called A (agent) , 0 (object) and E (environ
ment). In the correspondence with this subdivision of existence coordinate axis there 

follows the subdivision of feasibilty coordinate subspace into Sb (subjective) , F (figuring) 
and G (grounding). The representation of the local space of this type is now given by 

a matrix 3x3  in such a way that 

                Sb F G 
                         (i=1) (j=2) (j=2) 

                           A (i=1) I rii c12 F12 

(3.05)0 (i=2) e21 622 r23 

E (i-3) \ E31 632 E33 

where si;=1 if the i-th existence belongs to the j-th subspace of the feasibility subspace 

and otherwise s i; =0. We assume s=1 (1=1, 2, 3). 
=1 

(2°) The motional features in this local space can be distinguished by two cases 

(2°)1 and (2°)2. 

(2°)1 Transitive case 

     state 1 state 2 state 3 state 4 

   /0 0 1\ 10 0 1\ /1 0 0\ %1 0 0'~ 
    0 0 1 —> 0 1 0 --* 0 1 0 —> 0 1 0 

\0 0 1/ \0 0 1/ \0 0 1/\01 Of\,/1 0 0\ 
(3.06) i1 0 0 /0 0 1\ /0 0 1\ (1 0 0\ 71 0 0\/ \1 0 0/, 

0 0 1' 0 1' 0 f 0 1' 0 0 1' 0 

\0 0 1'/ \0 0 1/ \0 0 1'/ \0 1' 0/ 
     state 9 state 8state 7 state 6 

(2')2 Intransitive case
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             state 1state 2state 3 

0 0 1\ /0 0 1\ /0 0 1\ 

          0 0 1 ---> 0 1 00 1 0 

           0 0 1/ \0 0 1/ \0 1 0/ 
(3.07) 

i0 0 1\ /0 0 1\ /0 0 1\ 
             0 0 1' E— 0 1' 0 E- 0 1' 0 

\0 0 1'/ \0 0 l'/ \0 1' 0/ 
             state 6 state 5state 4 

The dashes in two cases are used in order to represent the possibility of changes of the 
content of existences. Each of these two sequences shows the change of levels of 
awareness in which the states 1 and 9 in (3.06) and the states 1 and 6 in (3.07) cor
respond to the state of unawareness of the subjective existence. 

   EXAMPLE 3.4-1. Transitive basic type 4x4—(1) 

                                        (1°) The essential aspect of local space of this type comes from extraction and clear 
setting up of subspace of Instrument (I) in the existence coordinate space. Here the 
notion of Instrument is characterized by two properties : 

(i) An Instrument is separated from the body subject, and is made of the existences 
coming from the Environment E. 

   (ii) An Instrument is operative on the Object (0) under the control of body subject. 
   (2°) An introduction of the Instrumental subepace in the existence coordinate space 

induces the extraction and the clear setting up of Operative subspace in the feasibility 
coordinate space, and hence we have a subdivision of the feasibiiity coordinate space 
into four subspaces (Sb) Subjective, (O p) Operative, (F) Figuring and (G) Grounding. 

   The representation of the local space of this type is given by a matrix 4x4  in such 
a way that 

               Sb Op F G 
(j=1) (j=2) (j=3) (j=4) 

                      A (1=1) / 511e12 513 514 

                     I (i=2) E21622 E23 624 
(3.08) 0 

(i=3) 631632 533 534 

                      E (i=4) ' e41a42 543 544 / 

where si;=1 if the i-th existence belongs to the j-th subspace of the feasibility space, 

and otherwise e i.7 =0. We assume s=1 for i=1, 2, 3, 4.                                                j=1 

   (3°) The motional features in this local space are a refinement of transitive case 

(2°)1 in Example 3 according to its deveiopment, as can be recognized by the following 
illustration in which we shall now use the terminologies, unconsciousness and conscious
ness, because of the existence of InstrumentOperative couple.
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          Sb  Op F G 

      A /0 0 0 1\ I 0 0 0 1 (State  of   ' 0 0 0 0 1unconsciousness)J 
      E \o 0 0i/ 

   0 0 0 1\A areness of1 0 0 0\Consciousness   0 0 0 1 (object by its0 0 0 1of    0 0 1 0 figurin~a0 0 0 1subjectivity   0 0 0 1l\0 0 0 1/ 

           / 1 0 0 0 /Consciousness of\ 
          0 0 0 1separation and1 

            0 0 1 0 ` confrontation between 
\0 0 0 1 \ subject and object 

1 0 0 0 Figuring of 1 0 0 0 / Consciousness 
   0 0 1 0 all existences . 0 1 0 0 I of subjectivity, 

   0 0 1 0 Presentation of 0 0 1 0 instrument and  
\O 0 1 0 problems------------------ 0 0 0 1 \ object/ 

y 
/1 0 0 0 

                          1 0 0 0 (Preparation 
                           1 0 0 0 \ for practices 

                   \1 0 0 0 

                  y 

   1 0 0 0 All existences/ 1 0 0 0\   0 1 0 00 1 0 0(Separation ) 
(in operative`J    0 1 0 0subspace0 1 0 0 of environment 

0 1 0 0,. \0 0 0 1'I 

11 04'0 0                                        Emphasis of subjectivity 
                           0 1' 0 0Transformation of                                          object. Uses of                              0 0 1' 0 

instrument. Location of \ 0 0 01'/\environment 

4 /1 0 0 0\ 
0 0 0 1' (Interests in                           0 0 1' 0 \ transformed object) 

\0 0 0 1'/ 
4. 

,/0001'\/1o0o\ ---------------- 0 0 0 1'f_o 0 0 1'Satisfaction with)             0 0 0 1'0 0 0 1'Ctransformed object 
\0 0 0 1'l\o 0 0 1'/ 

I Extinction out of 

) (State of unconsciousness) interests
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    EXAMPLE 3.4.-2. Intransitive basic type 4x2—(2) 

   (1°) The existence coordinate space in this type of local space is devided into four 

parts consisting of (A) Agent, (0) Object, (E) Environment, and (U) Umgebung (Neigh
bourhood) around the Object (0). 

(2°) The feasjbility coordinate space in this type of local space is divided into four 

parts consisting of (Sb) Subjective, (F) Figuring, (G) Grounding, and (Sc) Scenary sub
spaces. 

(3°) The represention of the local space of this type is given by a matrix 4x4  in 
such a way that 

                Sb F Sc G 
(j=1) (j=2) (j=3) (j=4) 

                      A (i=1) 7 E11 E12 £13 £14 \ 

                    O (i=2) E21 E22 E23 E24 
(3.10) 

                    U (i-3) E31 £32 E33 £34 

                      E (1-4) \ E41 £42 £43 E44 

where sti; is defined similarly as in Example 3.4-1. 

(4°) The motional features in this local space are given by the following illustration. 

          Sb F Sc G 

A 10 0 0 1\ 0 0 0 1\ 0 0 0 1, 
O 0 0 0 10 1 0 00 1 0 0 

U 0 0 0 10 0 0 10 1 0 0 

E \0 0 0 1/ '0 0 0 1t 0 1 0 0/ 
          state 1state 2state 3 

(3.11) TJ, 
        0 0 0 1\ 0 0 0 1 /0 0 0 1, 

        0 0 0 1' 0 1' 0 0 0 1' 0 0 
        0 0 0 1' 0 0 0 1' 0 0 1' 0 

        0 0 0 1'I 0 0 0 1' \O 0 0 

         state 6state 5state 4 

(5°) Each state in (3.11) shows the respective lovel of awareness or consciousness, 
where the states 1 and 6 correspond to unawareness. Here we may sometimes prefer 
to the notion of awarenessunawarenss in the place of consciousnessunconsciousness 
because of the lack of Instrument in the existence subspace and that of Operative in the 
feasibility subspace. 

   EXAMPLE 3.5. Complete basic type 5x5 

                                  (1°) The existence coordinate space in this type of local space is now divided into 
five subspaces consisting of (A) Agent, (I) Instrument, (0) Object, (U) Umgebung, and 

(E) Environment. 
(2°) The feasibility coordinate space in this type of local space is now devided into 

five subspaces consisting of (Sb) Subjective, (O p) Operative, (F) Figuring, (Sc) Scenary, 
and (G) Grounding ones.
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   The representation of the local space of this type is given by a matrix 5 5 in such 

a way that 

             Sc  Op F Sc G 
(j=1) (j=2) (j=3) (j=4) (j=5) 

                 A (1=1) / 711 7212 713 1714 715 

                 I (i=2) )221 7;227;23 7224 7725 

(3.12)0 U-=3) 7317;32 )733 1734 7735 

                 U (i-4) 7)41 17427;43 1744 7745 

                 E (i=5) 75i 1752 1753 7754 7255 / 

where 72i;'s are defined similarly as in Examples 3.4-1 and 3.4-2. 

(3°) The motional features in this local space are given similarly as in Example 
3.4-1 and 3.4-2. 

(4°) Because of the existence of InstrumentOperative couple we may and we shall 
use the paired notion consciousnessunconsciousness in this example as it was so in the 

case of Example 3.4-1. 

   Now there are two remarks. In the first place the recent developments in animal 

ethology are now providing us with the possibility for discussing awareness and con

sciousness in various animal, as we can see in Griffin [29]. Secondly it ought to be 

remarked that our formulation of local space is heavily due both to the thought of case 

grammar being originated by Filmore, who is said to be influenced by Japanese grammar, 
and to the motional interpretations of verbs in English, as explained for example in 

Ikegami [30].

    3.2 Local spacetemporal existence 
   The motional descriptions in the local space framework given in the previous Sub

section 3.1 lead us to the notions of levels of awareness and those of consciousness, 

and indicate the existence of unawareness and/or unconsciousness for each individual 

subjective existence. In some tradional Japanese philosophy due to Do Gen () based 

upon Buddhism, the notion of time is intrinsically connected with that of existence by 

maintaining that time is in existence and existence is in time. For instance refer to the 

explanation of Do Gen by the contemporary authors such as Takasaki and Umehara [31] 

pp. 279-285. According to our interpretation our local space, however, has its existence 
within the time slot whose beginning and ending are denoted by a and w respectively. 

Now our local space associated with a subjective existence g) will be denoted by aC(fP)U„ 

or abbreviated by aLa„ in which an explicit reference to (a, co) is indicated. 

   Now we are interested with a sequence of {ai..C(?)wi I i =1, 2, • • • , N} associated with 

the same subjective exisrence 2. We are not in the position to be admitted to claim that 

{ail and {w;} correspond to sequences of real numbers. In stead we have to seek for 
an adequate mathematical description for these sequences. So for as we deal with a 

single subjective existence 2, we are concerned with the comparison and the connection 

of the nembers belonging to the sequence {ai..C(2)wi I i =1, 2, • • • , N} . 
   For the present purpose, therfore, it is sufficient for us to assume that the elements 

of the sets {ai I i =1, 2, • • • , I and {wi I i=1, 2, • • • , N} belong to a lattice where join U
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and meet f operations are defined by which to deduce the generalised notion of maxi
mum and minimum of any finite sets of elements. The connections between two space

time slots of the same subjective existence are defined in the following way. For the 

moment we shall make use of the abbreviated notion a Lw in the place of a-C(2).. 

(i ) For w1=-a2 we have aiLw2=aLw1•w1Lw2 

(ii) For a1 < a2 <w1 <w2, we have 

a1Lw1=a1La2•a2Lw1 

(3.13)a.2Lw2= a2Lw1 • w1Lw2 

a1Lw2=a1La2 • a2Lw1 • w1Lw2• 

   (iii) For wl<a2, we want a generalised interpretation of (3.13) by introducing a 
virtual space time slot w1La2 associated with the subjective existence 2 by which we have 

(3.14)a1Lw1•a2Lw2=alLwlw1L«2•a2Lw2 • 

It is noted that w1La2 is so far admitted to be introduced under the condition that a1Lwl 
and a2Lw2 have their respective substantial verification. 

   (iv) For a1<a2<w2<w1, we have 

(3.15)a1Lw1=a1La2•a2Lw2•w2Lw1 

(v) In general, the combination of (i ), (ii ), (iii) and (iv) leads us to the connected 
space-time slots associated with the same subjective existence 

(3.16)aLg •TLs=anTL pub 

and hence to 

(3.17)a1L to. a2Lw2 ... as  N=alna2n...na VLwluw2iU...UWN  

   Af ter these considerations we are now proposing to introduce a sequence of time slots 

associated with each local space of subjective existence l'(2), {ai.E(P)wi l i =1, 2, • • • , N} 
which we may call local time-space or local spacetemporal existence.

   3.3 Informatical aspects of local spacetemporal existence 

   The topics will be discussed from the standpoint of KIPS component analysis. It is 

noted that the local time-space of a subjective existence can be recognised to derive from 

the following three informatical functions associated with the KIPS components : 

(i) A confrontation of subjective existence 2 with his (or her) view V with the 
outer surrounding world W, that is, environment, induces a formation of local space -C(?). 

(ii) The scheme of information materials in flow 1D associated with the KIPS of 
the subjective existence P with the view V induces a time duration of the local space 

S(?) so far as its activity should be maintained, and hence, in combination of (i ), the 

local spacetemporal existence „C(2).. (f?)w• 

   (iii) Other schemes of time duration associated with the local space X(2) comes. 
from the brainware of the first and that of the second kind, BRW(1) and BRW(2), 
whose storages do certainly require their rerpective duration of time.
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    4. Generalised Relational Ecosphere Formation of Subjective Informatical 

Existences through Space-Time Construction 

    Let us assume an assemble of N subjective existences  {Rk} (k=1, 2, ••• , N) to each 
of which there is associated with their respective KIPS having its nine components in 

general. It is the purpose of the present Section to formulate a generalised relational 
ecosphere securing both their coexistence and their mutal communicative dependencies 

by establishing some universal time-space constituion. We shall start with the assump

tion that each subjective existence 2k has its own sequence of local space temporal slots 
representations {aki_C(cPk)wkiIi=1, 2, •••, Tk} (k=1, 2, •••, N). 

   Our general formulation methodology is to appeal to what we call the principle of 

socialization being based upon connectivity relations among a set of sequences of local 
spacetemporal represensations which are associated with individual subjective existences . 
Our methodology will be implemented by the use of generalised category, namely a 
category with paired morphoids which is defined in the following way. 

(1°) Mathemtical formation of category with paired morphids 
DEFINITION 4.1. A metacategory with paired morphoids is defined by a set of paired 

morphisms which satisfy the following conditions C. I.-C. IV. 

C. I. To each paired morphoid a(p)p there exist a pair of two objects A and B 
where A and B are called the domain of (f)p and the codomain of a(f) is respec
tively and denoted by 

    (i) A=dom a(p)p , B=cod a(p),5 
(4.01) 

    (ii) (f)piS:AB. 
           a C. II. Under the conditions that 

(4.02)dom ()=cod a(p )13 , 
where 

(4.03)p)13: AB, l(q):B C•, 
we have 

(4.04) a(p)QJ(q);-a(p*q )r . 
Consequently we can and we shall write 

(4.05)dom( a(og)r)=A,cod(a(p*4)r)=C. 
C.III. If we have three paired morphoids 

(4.06) a(f)             p ~• A` B,~(q)r: B 'C , r(h)r 6 : C ---> D , 
then we have
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(4.07)       (a(fp)p*13(07)*;(r)5=a(q)13 *(p(q)r*r(r)o 
leading to 

(4.08)(.f° g) ° hl_f ° (g ° h)\                   a\ (p*q)*r Jo a\ p*(q*r) l0 

   C. IV. For any paired morphoid a~3such that we have 

(4.09)a(q)(3 : A B 

there exist two paired morphoidsuA)43 and a(uB)a such that 
(i) f°lA=f, p°uA=P 

(4.10) (ii) 1
B°f =f , uB°p=P , 

giving 

(4.11)a\p) ,3~3\ uA),3a\ p*uA)i3 a\ p)43 

(4.12)a\ uB)a -7 a\p3a\ uB*p)43a(p)N 
DEFINITION 4.2. A metacategory with paired morphoids is called a category with 

paired morphoids, if it satisfies the following conditions C*/-C* V. 
C*I. There exists a set of objects denoted by S2=--Ob(C). 
C*IV. For any pair of objects A and B belonging to Ob(C), there exists a set of 

paired morphoids denoted by Horn (A, B). 
C*III. For any two pairs of objects (A, B) and (C, D) such that (A, B) � (C, D), 

that is, at lest one of two identities A=C and B=D does not hold true, then Horn (A, B) 
r1Hom (C, D)-= ~. 

C*IV. For each object A belonging to Q, 13(1AuA),3 belongs to Horn(A, A) provided 
that there exists at least one paired morphoid of the type a(f)ppbelonging to H (A, A). 
   C*V. For any triple of objects A, B and C belonging to Ob(C), H(2)(A, C; B) is 

defined as the product 

(4.13)H(1' (A, B) x H(1' (B, C) , 

which satisfies the following conditions ( i )(iii). 

(i) Hom(1'(A, B) A Horn (A, B) 
(4.14)      (ii) For da(p)r3E H(1' (A,B) and d (g)rEH(1) (B, C) , 
we have 

                       (
p*qf°g                         a)EH;2)(A, C;B) 

 r
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     (iii) For V a (h)r El-1(2)(A,  C ; B) there exists a pair of two paired morphoids 
(  app);3andq )2_such that 

    (a) a(p )13 E Hu"' B) 
(4.15) (b) q)rE H(1) (B, C) 

      (c) h=f og, r=poq. 

   The use of paired morphoids in our mathematical formulation comes from the follow

ing considerations. 

   A paired morphoid a(pf )13 consists of three components where 
   (a) f is an object morphism 

   (b) p is an evaluation morphism 
   (c) The couple (a, /3) corresponds to the couple (a, A), 

which indicate an space-time slot associated with a..t(T)5. The elements a and 13 are 
called to be forehand and backhand respectively in corresponce with the beginning and 
the ending of an time-space slot aot(R'')A. 

   (2°) Generalised relational ecosphere approach to socialization of individual subjective 
existences having their respective local spacetemporal representations The uses of category 
with paired morphoids will lead us to a generalised relational ecosphere approach to 
socialization of individual subjective existences having their respective local time-space 
slots. In fact there are two crucial concepts in this connection which will be introduced 
in the following two definitions : 

DEFINITION 4.3. A sequence of the n-th order paired morphoids for n_3 is defined 
in the following way : 

(i) H~n> (A, B)4_\ U H(n) (A, B ;C) 
(4.16)cEn 

      (ii) Hcn>(A B;C)4H(n-1'(A1 C)><Htl)(C, B). 

   DEFINITION 4.4. A category with paired morphoids is said to be finite if it satisfies 
the following two conditions ( i )-(ii) : 

( i ) 2=Ob(C) is a finite set. 
(4.17) 

(ii) The set .9C(A, B) , {H(n' (A, B) ; n=1, 2, 3, • • } satisfies the condition 
           of increasing chain. 

   For a finite category with paired morphoids we can introduce matrices of the follow
ing three kinds : 

( i ) Reachability matrix, which is defined as the set of H(°°'(A, B=lim H(n)(A, B), 

where A and B run through the set 2=Ob(C). 

   (ii) Condensation matrix 
   (iii) Skeleton matrix,
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as we have already shown in our papers [7], [8], as a generalisation of interpretive 
structural modeling (ISM) due to Warfield [14], [15]. These three matrices give us a 
deep structural feature underlying. 

   It is adequate here to explain the reasons why and the procedures how our formula
tion appealing to category with paired morphoids contributes to establish universe time
space being valid among an ecosphere of time-space existences. 

(i) To each object U belonging to 2=Ob(C) there corresponds an individual sub
jective existence g'u. 

(ii) To each object U belonging to 2=0B(C), H(U, U) (=H(1'(U, U)) can be con
sidered as the initially assigned set of local time-space representations associated with 
the subjective existence PU. 

   (iii) To each pair of different objects U and V belonging to 2=Ob(C), H(U, V) 
(=H11'(U, V)) can be considered as the initially assigined local time-space commufiicative 
relation representations from 2U to -Tv. 

   (iv) The formation of the increasing sequence {H(n' (U, V) I U, V 2= Ob(C), n=1, 
2, • • • } can be considered as an echo enlarging process of mutually reflections of the rela
tions given in (ii) and (iii). 

(v) The formation of the reachability matrix {H1°°' (U, V) J U, V E 2= Ob(C)} gives 
the final results of the echo enlarging process, from which structural features of the 
mutal relationship among the set {.TUI UE2=Ob(C)} can be observed. 

   (vi) It is noted that, to each assigned subjective existence u, the local time-space 
representation e£(R3U) is provided by H(`°'(U, V), which is certainly generated from 
H"'(U, V) through the echo formation process of (iv). 

(3°) Generalised ecosphere approach to the assemble of N KIPS's The formulations 
being given in the two previous paragraphes [1] and [2] of this Section can be explained 
in more definite form in connection with the assemble of N KIPS' each of which is 
associated with the local space-time existence {auC(2,) j3, } (u=1, 2, • • • , N). The ex

plicit description of nine components in each KIPS should lead us to 

(4.14) II(~~<, ~v)={a(p)r3 a\p),3: °ry}' 
where f and p are now denoted by 

                    'J 11 JJ1229(P11P12 ••• p19` 

                                     J (4.19)f =f21•1{22 • • • f29p_= P21 P22 P29 

f91 f92 ••• f99'p91 P92 ••• p99/ 

with paired morphoids (f1)./,having object morphism f i; and evaluation morphism pi;                       ai7 p, w 

(4.20)(f~')•Ci->Cy 
                          a1pi>w 

with Ci=dom (f ZJ), Cy=cod (f i,). 
      pi;pi;
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   5. Cosmos Foormations in an Ecosphere of Local SpaceTemporal Existences 

   The purpose of this Section is to give a few methodologies by each of which we 

can give a cosmos formation in an ecosphere of local spacetemporal existences. Each 

of these methodologies comes from our own research subjects. In fact (1°) comes from 

system formation given in our paper [2],  (2°) and (3°) from cell space approaches given 

in our paper [16], (4°) from our paper [19], and finally (5°) from our paper [22], where 

(4°) and (5°) are connected with formal neural dynamics approach developed by the 

present author in [22]. 
   (1°) Lattice structure Each spacetemporal slot a-Co, has a forehand a and a back

hand co, where a and w are elements of a lattice. This basic feature of spacetemporal 

slot admits us to introduce the two principles of structure formation (a) sequential ar
rangement and (b) parallel arrangement into an ecosphere of local timespaces, each as

sociated with their respective individual subjective existence. In picking up some sublat

tices it will become possible to apply the third principle (c) black box formation within 

our ecosphere. An introduction of lattice structure can yield quite realistic pictures of 

informatical features of our ecosphere so far as we ristrict ourselves within some sub
ecosphere, because we can be free from an assumption about existence of the absolute 

maximum 1 and the absolute minimum 0 for our whole system. The fourth principle 

(d) feedback connection can be understood to be valid within some Asian philosophical 
thought communities in which the time flow can be compared with circular motion in 

stead of straight line. 

   (2°) Time phase in cell space formulation Under a certain specific convention we 
can introduce a system of time phases in cell space formulation to a generalised rela

tional ecosphere of individual subjective existences having their respective spacetemporal 

slots. A specification of space configuration comes from an assumption that each in

dividual subjective existence is located in a cell whose spatial assemble forms an m x n 
rectangular array. The crucial assumption is that we can introduce a notion of basic cell 

space which consistes of finite neighobouring cells and which can work without any 

interference from other cells not belonhing to the basic cell space. Under the situation 

a system of subdivisions of the whole cell space represented by m x n rectangle into a 

mutually distinct set of basic cell spaces may be assumed under some specific situation 

to be capable to induce a set of mutally independent time slots each of which is as

sociated with each basic cell space. Such a system of subdivisions of the whole cell 
space inducing a set of mutally independent time slots is called to induce a time-phase 

in the whole cell space. We admit an existence of several systems of the subdivisions 

of the whole cell space each inducing its respective timephase. 

   A transition rule among these timephases can be defined according to a controlling 

rule governing the whole cell space. In fact such a controlling rule being valid among 

the set of basic cell space time slots induces a time cosmos among the ecosphere of 

individual subjective informatical existences. 
   Let us denote the set of all timephases by P= {Pk i k =1, 2, • • • , M} associated with 

an ecosphere of individual subjective existences. Then a controlling rule of the time

phases implies and is implied by an assignment of a sequence K= {k 1, k2, • • • , k n, • }
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where 1\i, (i=1, 2, 3, , n, • • •) inducing the sequence of timephases KP=(Pk1, 

Pk2, ••. , Pkn, •..)• 
   EXAMPLE 5.1. Random assignient Each k i in K is given by random sampling from 

the set {1, 2, , M} • 

   EXAMPLE 5.2. Periodic assignment This is essentially the case when kup+v=v, for 

v=0,1`2,•••,M-1 and u=0,1,2,•••. 

   (3°) Boundary constrains inherited in a lattice of roads within the ecosphere 
   A lattice of roads within the ecosphere can work (i) to provide with a set of 

boundarles which separate each basic cell space from any other basic cell space and (ii) 

to impose a set of boundary constraints under which each basic cell space should work. 
Such a lattice of roads corresponds to a subdivision system of the whole ecosphere into 

a set of mutually distinct basic cell spaces and hence possibly to a timephase. A transi

tion of one time-phase into another natuarally involves a transition of one lattice road 

to another one. 

   The illustrations of examples and some general observations upon them, which were 

given in our previous paper [32] Section 4 structural aspects (pp. 42-73) and in our 

previous papers [33] and [34], are expected to provide us some cosmos formation in the 
ecosphere of local spacetemporal existences. 

   (4°) A mathematical model of social network system In connection with his studies 
on neural dynamics, the present author introduces in his paper [19] a mathematical 
model of social information network system consisting of a set X of N nodes, X= 

{X,; j=1, 2, • •  , N} and a set of chords I= {j1, ; j, k=1, 2, • • • , N} where a chord 6, k 
is assigned between two nodes j and k. We assume that to each node Xi there exist 

three types of function of t: 

   (a) State function of the node X, at time t which is denoted by X,(t) (i =1, 2, • • • , N). 

   (b) Output function from the node Xi to the node X, at time t which is denoted by 
0„(t) (i, j=1, 2, ••• , N). 

   (c) Input function to the node Xi from the node Xk at time t which is denoted by 
e k i(t) (1=1, 2, • • • , N). The input function to the node Xi at time t is defined by the sum 

(5.01)ei (t) _ E e k i (t) . 
k=1 

   (d) Memory storage function of the node Xi at time t which is denoted by si(t). 
   Let us give a system of equations among these four types of functions : 

I . State equation (i=1, 2, • • • , N) 

(5.02)Xi;(t ~r)—Ai~Ch'i~(t) t ; ea(t), si(t)] • 

II . Output equation (i, j=1, 2, • • • , N) 

(5.03)Oi,(t v)=Bi,[O1,(t), t ; ei(t), si(t)] • 

III. Input equation (i, k=1, 2, • • • , N) 

(5.04)eki(t i Z)=Ck, i[ek, i(t), t ; si(t)] 

   IV. Memory storage equation (i=1, 2, • • • , N) 

(5.05)si(t ; r)=Di[si(t(, t ; Xi(t), ei(t)] .
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   From our standpoint appealing to its ecosphere of local time-space existences as

sociated with each individual subjective existences, we can not assume an existence of 

universal time concept, but we may make apply the present formulations given in  (5.01)

(5.05) to each individual basic cell space consisting of several subjective existences 
Br= { Pr , h I h =1, 2, • , qr} with the set of the nodes {Xh, k I k =1, 2, • Nk} , provided that 
the following two conditions are satisfied : 

(i) Automation formulation to KIPS is valid. 

   (ii) Mutual communications among basic cell spaces are defined in generalised rela
tional ecoshere of basic cell spaces, and the considerations being given in Section 4, for 
instance, are applicable to our echsphere so as to have a universal time concept. 

   It is noted that morphological considerations on an inner connectivity within each 

individual basic cell space as well on a mutual connectivity among individual basic cell 

spaces will be useful in introducing (a) connectedness and separability, (b) hierachies by 

multistage stratifications and subnetworks and (c) hierachical structuring induced by 

stratified response times, as we have referred in our paper [19]. 

(5°) Formal neural dynamics approach This is introduced as a formal generalisation 
of neural dynamical equations due to Caianiello [35] and the present author [19],,,[22]. 

As we have referred in the Subsection 4.1 [4] of the paper [22], body phenomenological 
approaches in connection with generalized relational ecosphere provides us (i) the focus

ing procedure, (ii) change of central points, (iii) memory mechanism in connection with 

the phenomenological understanding of time concept ranging over the past, the present, 

and the future. It is also noted that Section 5 of the paper [22] gives our idea regard
ing generalised relational ecosphere approach and generalised neural dynamics.
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